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Universal Peptide Hydrogel for Scalable Physiological
Formation and Bioprinting of 3D Spheroids from Human
Induced Pluripotent Stem Cells
Quan Li, Guangyan Qi, Xuming Liu, Jianfa Bai, Jikai Zhao, Guosheng Tang,
Yu Shrike Zhang, Ruby Chen-Tsai, Meng Zhang, Donghai Wang, Yuanyuan Zhang,
Anthony Atala, Jia-Qiang He, and Xiuzhi Susan Sun*

Human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) are used for drug discoveries,
disease modeling and show great potential for human organ regeneration.
3D culture methods have been demonstrated to be an advanced approach
compared to the traditional monolayer (2D) method. Here, a self-healing
universal peptide hydrogel is reported for manufacturing physiologically formed
hiPSC spheroids. With 100 000 hiPSCs encapsulated in 500 µL hydrogel,
≈50 000 spheroids mL−1 (diameter 20–50 µm) are generated in 5 d. The
spheroids in the universal peptide hydrogel are viable (85–96%) and show
superior pluripotency and differentiation potential based on multiple biomarkers. Cell performance is influenced by the degradability of the hydrogel but
not by gel strength. Without postprinting crosslinking aided by UV or visible
lights or chemicals, various patterns are easily extruded from a simple star to
a kidney-like organ shape using the universal peptide hydrogel bioink showing
acceptable printability. A 20.0 × 20.0 × 0.75 mm3 sheet is finally printed with
the universal peptide hydrogel bioink encapsulating hiPSCs and cultured for
multiple days, and the hiPSC spheroids are physiologically formed and well
maintained.
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1. Introduction
Stem cells such as human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) can self-renew
indefinitely in theory and differentiate
into almost all somatic cell types; thus,
they have attracted increased attention
in the research community and have the
potential to improve human health.[1] In
particular, hiPSCs can be derived from
patient-specific blood using removable
Sendai virus, which provides reliable
approaches for disease modeling, drug
screening/toxicity testing, personalized
cell therapies, and regenerative medicine.[2] Over more than a decade, hiPSCs
have been cultured as monolayers on flat
surfaces (2D) with specifically designed
coating materials from mitotically inactivated mouse embryonic fibroblasts[3] to
Matrigel and extracellular matrix (ECM)
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proteins[4–9] and then to synthetic polymers and synthetic peptides.[10–13] Cells in 2D culture lack an appropriate stem cell
niche, which often leads to poor maintenance of pluripotency
and inefficient targeted differentiation.[14]
Recently, 3D spheroids of pluripotent stem cells (PSCs),
including hiPSCs, have been demonstrated to have great potential for hair-bearing human skins.[15] Similarly, functional hepatocyte-like organoids were developed using embryoid body spheroids derived from hiPSCs.[16] These advances suggested that
functional organoids or even whole organs like skin can be possibly generated from hiPSCs. However, these developments are
based on spheroids (multicellular aggregates) produced using
either nonadherent U-bottom 96-well plates[15] or agarose microarray molding plates,[16] and differentiation was performed by
suspending hiPSC spheroids in medium culture with gentle
orbital agitation. These methods are not typically suited for neither tissue engineering through 3D bioprinting technologies
nor large-scale manufacturing of physiologically formed hiPSC
spheroids for postprinting differentiation as well as many other
applications such as drug discoveries and in vitro disease modeling. The microcarrier bead approach has been considered the
“3D” method for large-scale cell manufacturing using stirring
tank bioreactors,[17,18] although it is still based on 2D cell culture
principles. Likewise, suspension bioreactors are not ideal for
adherent cells such as hiPSCs.[19] Neither the microcarrier nor
the suspension approach can meet the quality specifications for
human PSC 3D spheroid manufacturing described by Lee et al.
for the generation of hair-bearing skin[15] or Pettinato et al. for
differentiation into fully functional liver organoids.[16] 3D bioprinting shows potential for high-content production of hiPSC
spheroids. Although this technology has been studied in recent
years, photopolymerization[20–25] or temperature control[23,26–28]
is often required for postprinting gelation. These conditions
oftentimes can be harsh and can harm fragile human PSCs,[29]
resulting in low viability and insufficient maintenance of pluripotency, and thus, high cell loading densities ranging from
1 × 107 to 1 × 108 cells mL−1 are often needed.
Here, we report the development of a scalable and printable
universal peptide hydrogel (PGmatrix-M) for highly efficient
physiological formation of hiPSC spheroids with superior pluripotency integrity. In parallel, we examined hiPSC spheroids
generated in polyethylene glycol (PEG)-based hydrogels and
in suspension by nonadherent U-bottom plates. The universal
peptide hydrogel was derived from a triblock amphiphilic peptide (h9e)[30] with modification. H9e was rationally designed
from a group of selective amino acids inspired by two functional native proteins of human muscle and the β-spiral motif
of the spider flagelliform silk proteins.[30,31] The peptide can
self-assemble into nanofibers and then transform into a sol–gel
reversible hydrogel by mechanical shearing force under neutral pH at room or physiological temperature.[32,33] The h9e
hydrogel (PGmatrix) stimulates the secretion of in vivo-like
extracellular vesicles[34] and thus, we believe that the h9e should
be an excellent candidate for high-quality hiPSC spheroid
growth. In this study, we initially screened for the “best” culture
conditions for physiological formation of hiPSC spheroids in
PGmatrix, showing superior performance and the best maintenance of pluripotency among all existing methods studied in
this work such as a PEG-based temperature-sensitive hydrogel
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2021, 2104046

for 3D culture.[35] Further, we modified the backbone structure
of PGmatrix sequence by increasing its hydrophobic segment
to achieve PGmatrix-M with stronger hydrophobic interaction, hence, to obtain tunable gel strength and fast self-healing
kinetics in a broad range suitable for either pipetting or 3D
bioprinting. The hiPSCs in PGmatrix-M showed a 15–25-fold
increase in proliferation with a viability above 95% as well as
maintenance of pluripotency.
In particular, we demonstrated that the PGmatrix-M could be
printed by extrusion bioprinters into various patterns without
requiring additional chemical crosslinking and the printed constructs remained stable in culture medium for up to 3 months.
Furthermore, we printed the PGmatrix-M bioink encapsulated with either hiPSCs single cells or spheroids recovered
from cell manufacturing using PGmatrix-M as 3D scaffolding.
The PGmatrix-M overcomes the scale limitation of U-bottom
plates[15] or microarray molding techniques[16] and enables
highly efficient translational investigations. Finally, the unique
bioprinting feature of PGmatrix-M is promising for large-scale
manufacturing of hiPSC spheroids or somatic cells such as
hepatocytes or cardiomyocytes through the differentiation in a
stirring tank bioreactor system in the future.

2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Peptide Hydrogel Possessed Tunable Gel Strength,
Shear-Thinning Viscosity, and Self-Healing Properties
The peptide hydrogel (PGmatrix), which is mainly prepared
from the h9e peptide,[30] was formulated with the commonly
used culture medium mTeSR1 for hiPSCs and formed a selfsupporting hydrogel (Figure 1A). The self-assembling nature
of the PGmatrix was observed by measuring gel formation
as a function of time. Within a few seconds, the gel strength
reached 100 Pa at peptide concentrations of 0.5% and 1.0%,
which is sufficient for self-support. The elastic moduli of PGmatrix at 30 min reached 240, 620, and 996 Pa at 1 Hz (Table S1,
Supporting Information), corresponding to peptide concentrations of 0.2%, 0.5%, and 1.0%, respectively. For observation
of the sol–gel reversible (self-healing) behaviors, the hydrogel
samples were sheared into liquid-like solutions with 0.1–0.5 Pa
of elastic moduli (Figure 1B). As soon as the shear force was
removed, the gel quickly started recovering in a few seconds,
after 1 min, the gel strength was recovered back to 69%, 73%,
and 72% of its original strength corresponding to 0.2%, 0.5%,
and 1.0% peptide concentrations, respectively (Table S1, Supporting Information), and all three samples were up to 95%
gel strength by 10 min (Figure 1B). The hydrogel of PGmatrix
presented entangled nanofibers forming a porous nanoweb
like scaffolding morphology and a mixture of single nanofibers
(≈20 nm in diameter) and nanofiber clusters (≈100–500 nm in
diameter) (Figure 1C). A heterogeneous pore size was observed
ranging from 500 to 2500 nm at 0.01% peptide concentration
(Figure 1C).
Although the PGmatrix hydrogel has shown desirable rheological properties for 3D cell culture with superior cell performance,[34] it has limited printability. Thus, we modified the
PGmatrix hydrogel by elongating the hydrophobic segment
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Figure 1. Peptide hydrogels (PGmatrix and PGmatrix-M) possessed tunable properties. A) Storage moduli of PGmatrix were directly proportional to
the concentrations of peptide nanofibers during the 30 min gelation process at 37 °C. B) Storage moduli of PGmatrix were directly proportional to the
concentrations of peptide nanofibers in both shear-thinning and sol–gel recovery tests. Gel strengths were 69%, 73%, and 72% recovered by 1 min
after shear force removal at 0.2%, 0.5%, and 1% peptide concentrations, respectively. C) AFM images of the PGmatrix nanostructure at low (left) and
high (right) resolutions. D) PGmatrix-M exhibited shear-thinning behaviors at 1%, 1.5%, and 3% peptide concentrations. E) PGmatrix-M was sol–gelreversible with 87%, 84%, and 94% gel strengths recovered by 1 min after shear force removal at 1%, 1.5%, and 3% peptide concentrations, respectively.
F) AFM images of the PGmatrix-M nanostructure at low (left) and high resolution (right).
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of the h9e sequence to enhance the hydrophobic interaction,
hence, to broaden the gel viscosity, strength, and self-healing
kinetics without affecting the cytobiological functions of PGmatrix to obtain a universal peptide hydrogel (PGmatrix-M). The
PGmatrix-M presented similar shear-thinning profile as PGmatrix but the initial viscosity increased from 500 to 2000 Pa s at
the same peptide concentration (1%) (Figure 1D). The PGmatrix-M possessed large range of tunable gel strength up to
4204 Pa and fast self-healing kinetics from 84% to 94% by 1 min
after the shear force was removed (Figure 1E and Table S1, Supporting Information). In addition, because of the increased
hydrophobic interaction, the PGmatrix-M presented more heterogeneous morphology with thicker nanofiber bundles and
uniform nanoweb structure (Figure 1F), while PGmatrix has
more uniform nanoweb structure. The pore size of the PGmatrix-M was from 200 to 1800 nm at 0.01% peptide concentration
smaller than that of PGmatrix at the same peptide cementation, as estimated from atomic force microscopy (AFM) images
(Figure 1F).
2.2. The PGmatrix Hydrogel Showed Superior hiPSC
Maintenance Compared to Traditional 2D Methods
To find acceptable culture conditions, we initially examined
two hiPSC cell lines grown with the PGmatrix hydrogel at various cell seeding densities from 1 × 104 to 2 × 106 cells mL−1.
hiPSCs from applied stem cell (ASC-hiPSCs) were encapsulated in 3D PGmatrix and fed with mTeSR1 supplemented
with Rho-associated protein kinase (ROCK) inhibitor Y-27632.
We found that gel strength within the range tested had little
effect on hiPSC proliferation and viability (Figure 2A), but a
seeding density of 2 × 105 cells mL−1 resulted in optimal growth
performance (Figure 2B, p < 0.05). Both ASC-hiPSCs and
hiPSCs from Thermo Fisher (TF-hiPSCs) were maintained
in the 3D PGmatrix at a 0.5% peptide concentration and 2 ×
105 cells mL−1 seeding density for long-term hiPSC maintenance
for up to 37 passages. These two cell lines were also cultured in
Matrigel- or vitronectin-XF-coated plates in parallel for comparison purposes because these 2D methods have been considered
the gold standard for hiPSC culture. As expected, ASC-hiPSCs
in 3D PGmatrix formed small transparent spherical colonies
(Figure 2C) and were physiologically expanded in a 3D manner
to become spheroids with diameters of ≈20–50 µm by day 5,
as shown in Figure 2D, while cells formed stretched and flattened monolayer colonies on 2D Matrigel (Figure 2E). The
ASC-hiPSCs in a 3D system showed significantly higher fold
expansion (p = 0.014) and cell viability (p < 0.0001) (Figure 2F)
than those in 2D Matrigel (Figure 2G). The variance in fold
expansion across multiple passages of ASC-hiPSCs was significantly smaller in a 3D system (15.70 ± 3.70) than in a 2D
system (10.55 ± 7.05) (p < 0.05), which is likely related to different degrees of exposure to the environment. In 2D culture,
changes in the environment caused by medium change and
routine handling would induce a direct disturbance of homeostasis,[36] while hiPSCs in 3D PGmatrix are surrounded by
hydrogel, which acts as a protecting cushion that eases potential environmental impacts. Similar results were obtained with
the TF-hiPSCs between the 3D and 2D systems (p ≤ 0.01),
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2021, 2104046

where vitronectin-XF-coated plates were used in the 2D method
(Figure S1A–D and Section S2.1, Supporting Information). Fixation and immunostaining of the ASC-hiPSCs grown for 5 d in
PGmatrix in situ (Figure 3A,B) showed the expression of Oct4
in most cells. Flow cytometry results confirmed the Oct4 expression and further demonstrated high expression levels of Sox2,
Nanog, and SSEA4 in the 3D PGmatrix-grown hiPSCs with surprisingly low levels of TRA-1-81 (Figure 3C and Figure S2 and
Section S2.2, Supporting Information). However, some studies
have suggested that SSEA4 and TRA-1-81 are dispensable for
pluripotency.[37,38]
To further examine how 3D culture affects the pluripotency
of hiPSCs, we performed reverse transcription quantitative
polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR) analysis on 15 stem cellrelated genes using total mRNA extracted from four passages
(P7, P10, P15, and P25) of the hiPSCs cultured in 3D PGmatrix and two passages (P10 and P15) of the cells cultured with
2D methods and the pooled results were used for comparison
between the 3D and 2D systems. The fold changes in gene
expressions were normalized using data from the 2D hiPSCs
with the lowest passage number as a reference. In general, the
expression levels of NANOG, OCT4, SOX2, DNMT3B, DPPA4,
Myc, and ESG1 were not significantly different between the 2D
and 3D cultures (Figure 3D for ASC-hiPSCs and Figure S1E for
TF-hiPSCs, Section S2.1, Supporting Information). However,
the hiPSCs cultured in the 3D PGmatrix exhibited significantly
higher expressions of UTF1 and hTERT but lower expression
of REX1 than those cultured with 2D methods (Figure 3D and
Figure S1E, Supporting Information). UTF1 was suggested
as a more sensitive marker than classic Oct4 and NANOG to
evaluate stemness[39] and was found to play an important role
in chromatin formation in embryonic stem cells (ESCs).[39]
The hTERT transcriptor is critical in maintaining the integrity
of telomeres in pluripotent stem cells.[40] Overexpression of
hTERT in human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) increased
the differentiation potential and decreased spontaneous differentiation.[41] On the other hand, REX1 (also known as Zfp42)
regulates human stem cell pluripotency by maintaining mitochondria in an immature state and stem cells in a highly glycolytic state.[42] Though widely used as a pluripotent stem cell
marker,[43] knockout of REX1 (REX1−/−) in ESCs did not seem to
affect cell proliferation and pluripotency.[44,45] Function of REX1
may be critical to protecting hiPSCs in 2D culture because a
high oxygen level in 2D culture triggers mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation. However, upregulation of REX1 might not
be necessary in the 3D peptide hydrogel system because the
oxygen level was buffered by hydrogel scaffolding, creating an
environment with lower oxygen level that favors human ESC
and hMSC maintenance.[46]
We also found that the hiPSCs in the 3D PGmatrix had
lower or similar expressions of AFP, SOX1, and Brachyury
than those in 2D PGmatrix (Figure 3D). These data suggested
that the hiPSCs cultured in 3D PGmatrix maintained their
pluripotency and undifferentiated status better than their 2D
counterparts. Furthermore, the ASC-hiPSCs cultured in the
3D PGmatrix displayed a completely normal karyotype[47] up to
37 passages (Figure 3E), suggesting that prolonged culture of
hiPSCs in 3D PGmatrix hydrogel did not cause chromosomal
abnormalities. Variations in the expression levels of fibroblast
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Figure 2. The PGmatrix hydrogel showed superior hiPSC maintenance compared to traditional 2D methods. A) No significant differences were found
among different concentrations of PGmatrix either in fold expansion or cell viability of ASC-hiPSCs. Fold expansion = number of cells harvested/number
of cells seeded. Cell viability is expressed as a percentage of live cells of the total number of cells harvested. Data are shown as means ± Standard
deviations (SDs). B) Fold expansion and cell viability of the ASC-hiPSCs in 0.5% PGmatrix appeared to be inversely proportional to seeding densities
beyond 2 × 105 cells mL−1. *: p < 0.05. C) ASC-hiPSC morphology in 3D PGmatrix. Scale bar, 50 µm. D) Size distribution of the 3D-cultured ASC-hiPSC
spheroids harvested from PGmatrix. Data acquired from 24 images of acridine orange (AO)-stained spheroids, with 3900 spheroids counted. E) ASChiPSC morphology in 2D on Matrigel. Scale bar, 50 µm. F) The growth performance of the ASC-hiPSCs in 3D PGmatrix remained consistent at a high
level through multiple passages up to P34. The overall fold expansion and viability were 15.70 ± 3.70 and 85.6 ± 5.70, respectively. Data are shown
as means ± SDs. G) Growth performance of the ASC-hiPSCs cultured on 2D Matrigel fluctuated dramatically through multiple passages compared
to those in 3D PGmatrix. The overall fold expansion and cell viability were 10.55 ± 7.05 and 70.10 ± 7.49, respectively. Data are shown as mean ± SD.

growth factor 4 (FGF4) and growth differentiation factor
3 (GDF3) observed between these two cell lines (ASC-hiPSCs
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and TF-hiPSCs) might be related to the different tissue origins from which the two hiPSCs were derived (Figure 3D and
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Figure 3. ASC-hiPSCs maintained pluripotency during long-term culture in 3D PGmatrix hydrogel. A,B) The ASC-hiPSCs cultured in 3D PGmatrix were
fixed and stained with Alexa Fluor-488 s antibody for Oct4 in situ. A) Representative brightfield images and B) fluorescence images are shown. Scale bar,
50 µm. C) Flow cytometric analysis of two hiPSC lines cultured in 3D PGmatrix demonstrated high expression of Oct3/4, SOX2, NANOG, and SSEA4
but low expression of TRA-1–81. Data are shown as means ± SDs. *: p < 0.05. D) ASC-hiPSCs showed upregulation of pluripotency-related genes in 3D
PGmatrix. 2D results were averaged from two different passages (P10 and P15), while 3D results were averaged from four different passages (P7, P10,
P15, and P25). Expression levels were calculated using the results from the lowest 2D passage (P10) as a reference. Data are shown as means ± SDs. *:
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Figure S1E, Supporting Information). A teratoma assay indicated differentiation into three germ layers in vivo, suggesting
that the ASC-hiPSCs maintained their pluripotency after longterm 3D culture in PGmatrix (Figure 3F). This also indicated
the pluripotent integrity of the 3D-cultured hiPSCs despite
the low levels of TRA-1–81, raising the possibility that some
of the pluripotent stem cell markers established in 2D culture
may need to be revised for the characterization of 3D-cultured
hiPSCs. In addition, we demonstrated that cryopreserved ASChiPSCs directly cultured in 3D PGmatrix after thawing proliferated well; thus, the 2D method could be omitted (Figure S3 and
Section S2.3, Supporting Information) to simplify the workflow
of the hiPSC 3D culture as needed.
2.3. hiPSCs in the 3D PGmatrix Hydrogel Showed Better
Properties than Those in the 3D PEG-Based Hydrogel
PEG-derived hydrogels are considered one of the most popular
hydrogels for 3D hiPSC culture. Mebiol gel is a commercial
PEG-based hydrogel whose gelation is triggered by a temperature increase from ice-cold to physiological.[35] It also provides hypoxic conditions that may favor 3D culture of hiPSCs.
We examined the phenotypes and pluripotency of hiPSCs in
3D Mebiol gel and 3D PGmatrix using ASC-hiPSCs in either
mTeSR1 or E8 medium supplemented with the ROCK inhibitor Y-27632 to yield four culture conditions (PG-mT, PG-E8,
Mebiol-mT, and Mebiol-E8). Under the best conditions (PG-mT
vs Mebiol-E8), the fold expansion (13.96 ± 1.87) and cell viability
(84.2 ± 2.0%) of the hiPSCs cultured in PGmatrix were significantly higher than those cultured in Mebiol gel (fold expansion
9.69 ± 2.38, viability 13.0 ± 1.6%) (Figure 4A). The fold expansion of the PG-mT group was significantly higher than that of
the PG-E8 group, but the fold expansion of the PG-E8 group
increased as the peptide concentration was decreased from
0.5% to 0.3% (Figure 4A).
In 3D PGmatrix with either mTeSR1 or E8 culture medium,
hiPSCs showed more uniform spherical morphology than
those in Mebiol gel (Figure 4B and Figure S4A and Section S2.4,
Supporting Information). In 3D Mebiol gel, hiPSCs formed a
few large spheroids in E8 medium, and the cells on the edge
of the large spheroids seemed to be dying (Figure 4B). Notably,
in mTeSR1 medium, much smaller spheres and much lower
fold expansion were observed in Mebiol gel (Figure S4A,
Supporting Information) than those in the Mebiol-E8 group
(Figure 4A and Figure S4B and Section S2.4, Supporting
Information). Although the fold expansion was stable at
approximately tenfold during several Mebiol-E8 hiPSC culture experiments, consistent with a previous report,[35] the
viability was no more than 20% regardless of which medium
(E8 or mTeSR1) was used (Figure 4A and Figure S4B, Supporting Information). As a result, we were not able to compare 3D culture of Mebiol gel with PGmatrix for long-term
performance.

Next, we examined the pluripotency of the hiPSC spheroids
formed in 3D PGmatrix and 3D Mebiol gel using ASC-hiPSCs
with the better culture conditions (Mebiol-E8 and PG-mT).
As shown in Figure 4C, hiPSC gene integrity was well maintained in the 3D PGmatrix compared to that in the 3D Mebiol
gel. hiPSC spheroids grown in 3D PGmatrix expressed higher
levels of pluripotent markers (NANOG, OCT4, SOX2, and
hTERT) and lower or similar expressions of differentiation
markers (AFP, SOX1, and Brachyury) than those grown in 3D
Mebiol gel. Likewise, the expression levels of REX1, DNMT3B,
and FGF4 were also significantly reduced in the hiPSCs grown
in Mebiol-E8. This implies that hiPSCs grown in Mebiol-E8
were more likely to unwanted differentiate since DNMT3B
is responsible for de novo DNA methylation.[48] These results
indicated that spheroids formed in the 3D PEG-based hydrogel
had lower pluripotency than those in the 3D PGmatrix. In addition, hiPSC spheroids formed in suspension with nonadherent
U-bottom 96-well plates using 2D-cultured ASC-hiPSCs[15] were
also included for comparison (Figure 4C). We observed strong
upregulation of SOX1 and Brachyury and downregulation of
NANOG, OCT4, SOX2, hTERT, and Myc, indicating initiation
of unwanted differentiation in the hiPSC spheroids formed by
the U-bottom suspension method. This finding suggested that
the suspension method may be used to initiate differentiation
but is not suited for the maintenance of hiPSC integrity.
To investigate the variations between PGmatrix and Mebiol
gel in either mTeSR1 or E8 medium (Figure 4A), we examined
the gel strength kinetics of PGmatrix as a function of culture
time in ASC-hiPSCs. Interestingly, the decrease in gel strength
during cell culture (Figure 4D i) seemed inversely related to
spheroid growth performance (Figure 4A). The gel strength
for 0.5% PGmatrix-mTeSR1 (0.5PG-mT) decreased the most
rapidly, leading to the highest fold-expansion and viability.
However, the 0.5% PGmatrix-E8 (0.5PG-E8) group had the
lowest reduction in gel strength with the lowest fold expansion
and viability. While the gel strength, by soaking the gel alone
without cells in these culture media, remained the same in E8
and decreased gradually in mTeSR1 (Figure 4D ii). This finding
suggested that gel degradability may affect 3D spheroid growth
performance.
There are many cues to determine cell fate, and among
those, physical cues, chemical cues, and biological cues have
been highly recognized. Cell-environment interactions have
been proven to be an important physical cue for 3D culture.
Stem cells secrete various substances during their growth, such
as proteases and ECM proteins.[49–51] The Hippo pathway has
attracted increased attention as researchers attempt to elucidate the role of mechanical cues in stem cell niches. Mechanosensing genes Yes-associated protein 1 (YAP) and transcriptional coactivator with PDZ-binding motif (TAZ)[52,53] are at the
center of this signaling cascade. Therefore, we determined the
expression levels of YAP and TAZ in the hiPSCs cultured in
several 3D culture conditions (Figure 4E). We found that the
YAP/TAZ expression levels did not differ between 0.5% and

p < 0.05. E) ASC-hiPSCs showed a normal male karyotype after long-term 3D culture in PGmatrix. F) The ASC-hiPSCs collected from 3D PGmatrix at a
high passage (P34) were injected into immunodeficient mice to induce teratoma formation. Representative tissues for each of the three germ layers,
endoderm (EN), ectoderm (EC), and mesoderm (ME), are presented.
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Figure 4. hiPSCs in the 3D PGmatrix hydrogel showed superior properties compared to those in the 3D PEG-based hydrogel. A) ASC-hiPSCs grew
better in 3D PGmatrix (0.5%) with mTESR1 (0.5 PG-mT) than in 3D Mebiol gel with E8 medium (Mebiol-E8). With E8 medium, ASC-hiPSCs grew
better in 3D PGmatrix at lower peptide concentrations (0.3%) (0.3 PG-E8) than in 3D PGmatrix at higher peptide concentrations (0.5%) (0.5 PG-E8).
During harvesting, every two wells were pooled and one sample from each pool was taken in triplicate for cell counting and viability assays. Data
are shown as means ± SDs. *: p < 0.05. B) Morphology of hiPSCs grown in PG-mT and Mebiol-E8 on days 0, 2, and 4 after encapsulation. Scale bar,
50 µm. C) Pluripotency-related gene expression of ASC-hiPSCs from 3D PGmatrix with mTeSR1 (PG), 3D Mebiol gel with E8 (Mebiol), and suspension
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Scheme 1. Proposed mechanism for hiPSC growth and maintenance of pluripotency in 3D PGmatrix hydrogel. Cells actively modify the surrounding 3D
microenvironment by secreting proteases as matrix-degrading enzymes and ECM proteins. These modifications facilitate cell migration and signaling
via cell-cell contact (E-cadherin) and paracrine signaling molecules. In addition to soluble factor signaling, physical (mechanical strength) cues from
the cell-matrix or cell-cell adhesions affect the actin-myosin cytoskeleton and send signals via the Hippo pathway, eventually affecting the expression of
mechanosensitive YAP/TAZ genes to regulate and sustain proliferation and pluripotency in hiPSCs to achieve long-term hiPSC maintenance. GPCRs—G
protein-coupled receptors and RTKs—receptor tyrosine kinases.

1% PGmatrix with mTeSR1 but decreased significantly in the
hiPSCs grown in 0.5% PGmatrix with E8 and in Mebiol gel
with E8 medium (Figure 4E). The different expression levels
were inversely related to the degradability of the gel, thus suggesting that the expression of YAP/TAZ was linked to gel degradability. Thus, the low fold expansion and viability observed
with the hiPSCs grown in Mebiol gel is likely the result of a
nondegradable microenvironment (Figure 4A, 4E). In addition,
we preliminarily examined if there was any functional component in PGmatrix would interact with hiPSCs by culturing
hiPSCs on 2D with PGmatrix coating. We observed strong
hiPSC agglomeration, suggesting that there was no cell attachment (Figure S5A and Section S2.5, Supporting Information).
With addition of vitronectin, an ECM protein containing hiPSC
binding sites, to PGmatrix coating, we observed hiPSC morphology similar to those in 2D culture with Matrigel (Figure S5B
and Section S2.5, Supporting Information). However, when the
PGmatrix-vitronectin was used for 3D hiPSC culture, the cell

colonies started losing their spherical shape (Figure S5C, Supporting Information) and become worse as percentage of vitronectin increased (Figure S5D and Section S2.5, Supporting
Information). These results suggest that PGmatrix would not
directly bind to hiPSCs to support their growth.
We speculated that when encapsulated in a 3D matrix, factors from the culture medium and secreted by hiPSCs may
continually modify the surrounding environment to favor cell
proliferation and pluripotency maintenance. As illustrated in
Scheme 1, initially following the encapsulation of sufficient
number of hiPSCs, some soluble factors such as insulin, bFGF,
TGFβ, and Nodal from medium supplement would bind to surface receptors such as GPCRs (G protein-coupled receptors)
and RTKs (receptor tyrosine kinases) to activate essential pathways including phosphoinositide-3-kinase–protein kinase B/Akt
(PI3K/Akt) for survival.[54] PI3K/Akt responding to signaling
from adhesion and binding of various surface receptors with
soluble factors has been proven essential for pluripotent stem

spheroids from nonadherent U-bottom plates (Sus). Data from each passage were obtained in triplicate and from three separate experiments. ASChiPSCs harvested immediately before parallel culture were used as controls. Data are shown as means ± SDs. *: p < 0.05. D) Changes in gel elastic
modulus in PGmatrix during a 5 d culture period in mTeSR1 and E8 culture media at various peptide concentrations i) with and ii) without ASC-hiPSC
encapsulation. Data are shown as means ± SDs. E) Expression of YAP/TAZ in the hiPSCs grown under different 3D culture conditions. Data are shown
as means ± SDs. *: p < 0.05.
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Figure 5. Printability and hiPSCs performance of PGmatrix-M as bioink. A) Printing resolution of PGmatrix-M at different concentrations. Scale bar,
5 mm. B) Effects of i) nozzle size, ii) printhead moving speed, and iii) printing pressure on the printability of PGmatrix-M bioink. C) Bioprinted PGmatrixM constructs (3%) of different patterns. Scale bar. 5 mm. D) ASC-hiPSCs cultured in 1.5% PGmatrix-M (1.5 PG-M) did not exhibit major expression pattern differences in pluripotency related genes compared to those cultured in 0.5% PGmatrix (0.5 PG). Data are shown as mean ± SD. *: p < 0.05. E) The
PGmatrix-M construct remained stable for at least 6 d with or without hiPSCs (constructs were disrupted for cell harvesting for further analysis by day 6).
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Figure 6. The bioprinting process did not substantially affect the growth performance of ASC-hiPSCs encapsulated in PGmatrix-M bioink hydrogel.
A) Fold expansion and B) viability of the ASC-hiPSCs under different conditions: suspension spheroids (Sus) using the nonadherent U-bottom 96-well
plate method, single cells printed and grown into spheroids (SSpr), single cells pipetted and grown into spheroids (SSpi), spheroids printed and
continued growing as spheroids (SPpr), and spheroids pipetted and continued growing into spheroids (SPpi). Data are shown as means ± SDs.
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cell maintenance.[55–61] During this initial survival and adaptation period, hiPSCs would initiate their secretion of ECM proteins and some proteases that would start remodeling the surrounding PGmatrix environment through matrix degradation
and modification. Meanwhile, the secreted ECM proteins such
as laminin and vitronectin would bind to integrin that would
trigger various related signaling pathways to promote proliferation and pluripotency maintenance.[50,62,63] The microenvironment of ECM-protein-modified-PGmatrix would facilitate
cell migration, leading to increased cell-cell contact via E-cadherin.[64–66] Cell-ECM protein signaling via integrin and cell-cell
signaling via E-cadherin are closely linked to cell cytoskeleton,
these binding events occurred at cell surface would affect actin
dynamics and relay the signals through Hippo pathway. With
appropriate mechanical signals, the signaling cascade including
large tumor suppressor kinase 1/2 would cause upregulation
of the mechanosensitive YAP and TAZ proteins, as observed
in the RT-qPCR analysis (Figure 4E). These YAP/TAZ proteins
would then relocate into the nucleus to affect gene expression
related to pluripotency maintenance.[67–72] Critical maintenance
pathways including PI3K/Akt can be enhanced by cells through
“remodeling” of their microenvironment. Soluble signaling factors such as bFGF and TGFβ are also part of hiPSC secretome
that would contribute to hiPSC maintenance through paracrine
signaling. Therefore, the degradability or modifiability of a 3D
matrix should be a critical property influencing hiPSC growth
performance and maintenance of pluripotency, which has been
proven true for neural progenitor cells.[52] It would be integrating to further confirm the role of PGmarix in Hippo signaling pathway.
As shown in Figure S5A in the Supporting Information, we
did not observe any obvious physical attachment function of
the PGmatrix to hiPSCs; however, it is not necessary to assume
PGmatrix would not contain any unique functions contributing to chemical or biological cues. The PGmatrix sequence
was inspired from the calcium binding motif of the human
muscle protein and the β-spiral motif of the spider flagelliform
silk protein.[30,31] Whether any or both two protein domains are
unique contributors to 3D culture of iPSCs is worthy to be systematically and thoroughly investigated, which would be valuable information for future design and fabrication of functional
materials for iPSCs or other stem cells.
2.4. hiPSCs Showed High Survivability and Superior
Performance in 3D Bioprinting with Universal Peptide
Hydrogel Bioink
Printability was first examined by extruding the PGmatrix-M
bioink at different concentrations (1.0%, 1.5%, and 3.0%). While
the star pattern had a thicker lining at 1.0%, the resolution was
improved when the concentrations were elevated to 1.5% and
3.0% (Figure 5A). In all cases though, the PGmatrix-M bioink

self-healed back to the gel without any postprinting crosslinking
aids from neither light (e.g., UV) nor chemicals or ions. The
effects of extrusion conditions were examined by evaluating
the influences of nozzle size (Figure 5B i ), printhead moving
speed (Figure 5B ii), and printing pressure (Figure 5B iii) on
the diameter of filaments, using the 3.0% PGmatrix-M bioink.
The printing versatility was evaluated using the same bioink by
producing patterns from a simple star to a rose and to a kidney
shape, featuring various levels of complexity (Figure 5C).
Furthermore, the hiPSCs formed physiological spheroids
and were highly proliferated with viability above 95% in all
PGmatrix-M bioinks by pipetting in 3D well-plate culture
(Figure S6A and Section S2.6, Supporting Information) and
also showed similar morphology and pluripotency compared
to PGmatrix at gene expression levels (Figures 2C and 5D).
Then, we examined the printability of PGmatrix-M with
hiPSCs using an extrusion bioprinter. As reported in the literature, shorter nozzles and low printing pressures generally
cause less damage to hiPSCs;[28] thus, we chose a cone-shaped
nozzle with a 2 mm nozzle channel length and 250 µm
inner diameter. Three-layered 20 × 20 × 0.75 mm3-sheet constructs with or without hiPSCs were printed at 600 mm min−1
(29.4 µL min−1) and 3–5 kPa gas pressure. The printed
construct shapes were stable in culture medium for at
least 7 d (Figure 5E), and up to 3 months (Figure S6B and
Section S2.6, Supporting Information). With hiPSC loading
at a cell density of (2–3) × 105 cells mL−1, the actual dimensions in X and Y directions were about 21 mm × 21 mm, and
expanded by 2.5% during 6-d culture, mainly caused by cell
growth and cell-induced gel degradation, which can be considered 4D postdevelopment.
For observation of the impact of extrusion bioprinting on
hiPSC growth performance and quality, the bioink encapsulated with hiPSC single cells (SS) or spheroids (SP) was plated
into 24-well plates by either extrusion bioprinting (pr) or pipetting (pi) and cultured in parallel. The survival rate of hiPSCs
after printing was 96.57%, and hiPSC viability was 94.20% and
95.85% at 0 and 24 h after printing, respectively (Figure S6C
and Section S2.6, Supporting Information). Cells showed an
≈20-fold increase in proliferation by day 6 at 96.9% viability,
which was notably higher than suspension spheroids (Sus)
harvested from nonadherent U-bottom plates (Figure 6A,B).
The printed (SSpr-mT and SSpr-E8) hiPSCs formed similar
spheroids in either mTeSR1 or E8 culture media (Figure 6C).
The printed (SSpr) and pipetted (SSpi) hiPSCs also formed
spheroids with similar morphology (Figure 6D), although the
bioprinted constructs presented a rough and oriented fiber
bundle-like morphology compared to the pipetted ones with
smooth and randomly distributed fibers (Figure 6D arrows).
The growth rate of the printed hiPSCs was slower (or delayed
by ≈24 h) than that of the pipetted hiPSCs, which might be
caused by the printing pressure and orientation of hydrogel
fibers through the printing nozzle.

C) Spheroids of ASC-hiPSCs grown in E8 or mTeSR1 (mT) harvested from printed single cell samples (SSpr) were stained with viability dyes for live
(AO, green) and dead (PI, red) cells. Scale bar, 50 µm. D) Morphological images of ASC-hiPSCs in PGmatrix-M bioink hydrogel and hydrogel fibers
(red arrows) in SSpr and SSpi samples. Scale bar, 50 µm. E) The printing process did not strongly affect pluripotency-related gene expression in ASChiPSCs. One duplicate sample of SSpi-mT used as a control. Data are shown as means ± SDs. *: p < 0.05.
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3D bioprinting technology has been explored as a solution
to meet rapidly growing demands on hiPSCs in the arena of
disease modeling, drug screening, cell therapeutics, and regenerative medicines,[29,73] but printable biomaterials suitable for
hiPSCs are still limited. The precursor solutions would form
hydrogels before or after bioprinting via the following processes: 1) photopolymerization: PEG diacrylate,[20,21] gelatin
methacryloyl (GelMA),[23,74,75] and methacrylated hyaluronic
acid (MeHA);[22,75] 2) ionic crosslinking: alginate,[26,75] nanofibrillated cellulose with alginate or hyaluronic acid,[76,77] alginate with fibrinogen,[78] and peptide based hydrogel;[79] 3) a
combination of ionic crosslinking reagent and photopolymerization (bisphosphonate-derivatized hyaluronic acid,[24] thiolated hyaluronic acid and gelatin[25]); 4) temperature control:
gelatin-based hydrogel[23,26,27] and hydroxypropyl chitin (HPCH)
in combination with Matrigel.[28] Case studies in the past few
years have demonstrated possible 3D bioprinting of hiPSCs
for cell aggregate expansion using synthetic thermal-sensitive
HPCH and Matrigel[28] and for postprinting differentiation into
cartilage using nanofibrillated cellulose with alginate or hyaluronic acid,[77] into hepatocytes using alginate through valve dispensing with calcium ions as gelation triggers,[80] or into neural
tissues using alginate with fibrinogen crosslinked with genipin
and calcium ions.[78] Cell integrity in terms of pluripotency is
still limited to a few biomarkers, such as Oct4, NANOG, Sox2,
and SSEA4.[28,81] In most cases, cell viability is below 40% with
pluripotency markers similar or lower than those of 2D or
suspension control samples, which can result from printing
damage, UV light, overdosage of metal ions or the scaffold
itself or a combination of these factors. Thus, the cell loading
density for bioprinting is usually high (≈106–108 cells mL−1) in
these case studies to ensure that enough live cells survive the
bioprinting process, which also requires labor-intensive cell
preparation before bioprinting.
The PGmatrix-M hydrogel could be an advanced approach
to produce high-quality hiPSCs (single cells or spheroids) by
either pipetting or bioprinting. This platform can be readily
incorporated not only in a regular laboratory but also to highthroughput drug screening and toxicity testing as well as to
tank-like bioreactor system for large scale cell manufacturing.
With a (1–3) × 105 cells mL−1 loading density in 0.5–1.5% PGmatrix-M, ≈40 000–60 000 spheroids were biologically generated
with 95–97% viability, while only 96 spheroids (3000 cells per
well) were made with 92% viability using one 96-well U-bottom
plate (Figure 6A,B). In addition, the pluripotent status of hiPSC
spheroids formed in the PGmatrix-M bioink was not deteriorated by 3D bioprinting (SSpr) compared to pipetting (SSpi)
(Figure 6E).

3. Conclusion
Optimal 3D culture conditions and tunable universal peptide
hydrogel (PGmatrix-M) for high-efficient physiological formation of hiPSC spheroids were developed with consistent cell
growth (15–25-fold) and high cell viability above 95% and stable
genetic integrity. hiPSCs growth performance is significantly
independent of mechanical (i.e., strength and viscosity) and
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morphological (i.e., pore size) properties of PGmatrix or PGmatrix-M in the tested ranges. Both PGmatrix and PGmatrix-M
are superior scaffolding hydrogel for self-renewing cells such
as hiPSCs 3D culture (single cells or spheroids) and long-term
maintenance; however, PGmatrix-M demonstrated large scale
gel strength, high viscosity, and fast self-healing kinetics suitable for physiological formation of hiPSCs spheroids by either
pipetting or bioprinting without the need for photo-, chemical,
or ionic crosslinking agents. The hiPSC survival rate was 96%
immediately after extrusion bioprinting and the cell viability
was above 94% at 0 and 24 h, which suggested that PGmatrixM provides maximal protection for hiPSCs during printing.
PGmatrix-M has potential for hiPSCs for either single-cells
or spheroids manufacturing at the industrial scale for downstream applications. Our study demonstrated that the gel degradability by cells strongly favors hiPSC growth performance and
this relationship is speculated to link to the Hippo signaling
pathway and the mechanosensitive YAP/TAZ pathway. Whether
the peptide hydrogel either PGmatrix or PGmatrix-M provides
chemical or biological cues that would also attribute to hiPSC
growth remains to be investigated.

4. Experimental Section
Experimental details are provided in the Supporting Information.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or
from the author.
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